CENTRAL VALLEY ZEN FOUNDATION

January 7, 2011
Dear Joe Soun Dowling,
We have recently heard from Shinge Roshi on the AZTA group email list news of the
upcoming ZSS Board meeting. I congratulate you all on Shinge Roshi’s ascending the
Mountain Seat, and am sympathetic regarding the current difficulties at ZSS, and your
responsibilities for the sangha at this extremely complex time. Three concerned Hoen-ji
sangha members have written to me, two of their letters are already in the Shimano
archive and mainly express their perceptions (or misperceptions) of Shinge Roshi’s
loyalty to Shimano and the meaning of enlightenment—subjects that most Zen teachers
have struggled with in our own training. All three of the letters from Roko’s students
emphasize her strong ability as a Zen teacher, with concern about the ZSS loyalty to
Shimano and his identity as an enlightened being. They may have misperceived ZSS
leadership statements, and also, ZSS views may have changed.
We have heard that Eido Shimano has given over the reins to Shinge Roshi (and the
Board I presume), can we now look to ZSS leadership to make this situation right after so
many years of harm to sangha members? If you could share in any way the obstacles you
face, we would rush to support your intentions, just as we have already done. It seems to
me, all Zen teachers and Zen itself will be affected by what you do to correct this
situation since the perception is that now indeed, the reins are in your hands. Your
leadership in taking on the removal of Eido Shimano from ZSS is being carefully
observed and supported by the Zen community. This is an historic moment for Zen in the
West; the Mahasangha is setting standards that ethical misbehavior will not be tolerated
even from so-called gifted teachers.
In my view, the current volume of letters from Zen teachers being written to the ZSS
Board came about because of Shimano’s letter to the NYT in which he denied the cause
and effect of his retirement and the (so-called false) allegations about his misconduct.
The letter (in effect) negated Shimano’s apology, and was in a sense a “denial” of the
facts. Please consider that this letter is in anticipation of your Monday January 10th
Board meeting as support for following the FaithTrust Institute’s recommendation.
As a Zen teacher, someone who is concerned about Zen’s credibility in the West, I want
to personally request that the following matters be considered by the ZSS Board
regarding Eido Shimano’s actual retirement. Besides implementing the suggestions in the
letters of Abbess Chozen Bays and Abbess Egyoku Nakao (for a rigorous ethical policy
and healing council for sangha) I have only added one request that did not appear in the
FaithTrust report—that Rev. Shimano apologize for his letter to the NYT-- since it
happened after their report-- and that his apology specifically refer to his Shimano’s
breach of the Buddhist precepts.

1. Eido Shimano should not be teaching on the grounds or under the auspices of ZSS (as
recommended by FaithTrust). This means he should not have a residence or office at
DBZ or Shoboji in NYC.
2. Under the current retirement agreement with ZSS, despite the recommendations of
Faith Trust, he may continue to offer teaching at sesshin and also teach his Dharma class
(in Japanese). I agree with the Faith Trust recommendations and do not think any of this
teaching should continue.
3. I agree with the Faith Trust recommendations and do not think that Eido Shimano
should continue to see any students (even “old” students) under the auspices of ZSS as
was previously decided by the Board of ZSS.
4. A public statement regarding these changes should be made, just as ZSS publicly
stated previously that he would continue teachings at sesshin and continue seeing “old”
students under the previous retirement agreement. The previous retirement agreement is
publicly available, and I think that it should be corrected—publicly.
5. Since he negated his apology with his letter to the NYT which was published on
various sites on the internet, including this AZTA list, he should apologize again publicly
and include an apology for the letter he wrote to the NYT. I would like to see Shimano’s
apology include an admission that he broke the Buddhist precepts.
With gratitude for your service in Dharma,

Abbess Myoan Grace Schireson, Ph.D.

